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Fault structures on Venus constrain the values for the overall strength of the rock, and can 
be used to understand the differences in rheology between Venus and Earth. For example, the 
orientations of conjugate shear fractures can constrain rock internal friction in the crust of Venus 
[J.J. Willis, personal communication]. We have used the minimum crossing angle between 
overlapping systems of tensional faults to define the point where tectonism creates new features 
rather than reactivating old features. This in turn can be used to estimate the strength of the rock. 
The minimum crossing angle for such features on Venus is =20°; compared to Earth, stresses on 
Venus are more likely to create new fractures rather than reactivate old ones. This also implies 
that Venus retains more of the artifacts created by ancient regional stress states than Earth; a 
given region on Venus displays more information from separate geological events, and therefore 
provides a unique opportunity to study geological history not easily available on Earth. 

Measurements of Minimum Crossing Angle: We examined >300 Magellan browse 
MIDRs looking for mutually crossing pairs of lineation sets. These sets had to be regionally 
extensive and their crossing angles had to vary smoothly across the region. In order to have 
reasonable resolution, only regions where all sets were favorably oriented with respect to the 
radar illumination direction were used. Neither set of a pair could be extensively obscured by 
lava flows, cratering, or younger tectonics. Finally, the set had to produce a region with relatively 
small (less than about 30") crossing angles. This last constraint produced a strong intentional bias 
in our data collection towards the smallest possible crossing angles. 

The angle measurements were made using the toolbar in NIH Image. We estimate the 
error is f 1-3". From this data set, we found 130 examples with the smallest crossing angles and 
plotted their frequency against angle (see below). 

The choice of measured regions reflects an intentional 'bias toward smaller angle 
crossings; higher angle crossing were abundant, but usually not measured. The drop-off on the 
right side of the summed frequency vs. crossing angle line in the figure (gray line) is a result of 
this intentional bias. The sharp drop-off on the left side of the summation line, however, reflects 
the increasing difficulty of finding crossing angles below approximately 20". This sharp decline 
in the number of crossings implies that newly-forming fractures oriented within 20" of any pre- 
existing set will tend to reactivate the fault system of the old set in order to release the tectonic 
stress. For stress states occurring at angles greater than 20" to a preexisting set, the stress is 
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fracture even when not subject to confining Stress 
pressure is the cohesion (C,). Comparing the Stronger 

friction of fractured rock with the cohesion Weaker 
of intact rock constrains the difference in 
weakness of a fault or fracture plane. 

Mohr circle diagrams (above and to 
the right) show the relationship between D 
minimum crossing angles and the differences Normal 
in rock strengths. In the top figure, repre- Stress 
senting new versus reactivated faults, a 
larger difference between cohesion and 
internal friction values (distance A), as seen 
in the figure on the left compared with the 
figureon the right, results in a larger mini- 
mum crossing angle (angle D) required to 
create a new set of lineations. The third figure represents a joint or dike forming where there is a 
strength difference between the country rock and a previously formed intrusion. Again, the 
greater the difference in strengths, the larger the crossing angle D. 

Implications: Crustal rock creates new fractures more easily on Venus than Earth: the 
differences in strength are much lower on Venus than on Earth. On Venus, new stresses are 
more likely to result in new features, whereas on Earth they are more likely merely to reactivate 
old features. Thus a given region on Venus will display more information from separate 
geological events. This provides a unique opportunity to study the geological history. of that 
planet that is not easily available on Earth. 

However, it is much more difficult to separate geologic events in a given region on Venus 
with respect to time. While the deformational results of several events may be found, the lower 
rate of erosion there makes each event look very fresh by Earth standards. This means that while 
structures may not be reused as often on Venus by later geologic events, the relative dating of 
those events remains a large problem, and limits the geological interpretation. 
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